Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The compound binomial model, first proposed by Gerber \[[@CR17]\], is a discrete-time analogue of the classic Cramér--Lundberg risk model which provides a more realistic analysis to the cash flows of an insurance firm. The model has attracted attention since its introduction due to the recursive nature of the results, which are readily programmable in practise, and as a tool to approximate the continuous-time risk model as a limiting case (for details see \[[@CR15]\]). In the compound binomial risk model, it is assumed that income is received via a periodic premium of size one, whilst the initial reserve and the claim amounts are assumed to be integer valued. That is, the reserve process of an insurer, denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u\in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$ is the insurers initial reserve and$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} X_n=\sum _{i=1}^n Y_i, \quad n=1,2,3, \ldots , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$denotes the aggregate claim amount up to period $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X_0=0$$\end{document}$. Further, it is assumed that the random non-negative claim amounts, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2,\ldots$$\end{document}$, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with probability mass function (p.m.f.) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_k=\mathbb {P}(Y=k)$$\end{document}$, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=0,1,2, \ldots$$\end{document}$, and finite mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {E}(Y_1)<\infty$$\end{document}$. We point out, due to its importance in the following, that the claim amounts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2,\ldots$$\end{document}$ have a mass point at zero with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_0>0$$\end{document}$.

Let *T* denote the time to ruin for the discrete-time risk model given in Eq. ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), defined by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} T=\inf \{n\in \mathbb {N}: R_n \leqslant 0\}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T=\infty$$\end{document}$ if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$. Note that this definition is consistent with Gerber \[[@CR17]\], whilst other authors define the ruin time when the reserve takes strictly negative values (see e.g. \[[@CR28]\]). Then, the finite-time ruin probability, from initial reserve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u \in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$, is defined by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \psi (u,t)=\mathbb {P}(T< t \, \big | R_0=u), \qquad t\in \mathbb {N}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with corresponding finite-time survival probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi (u,t)=1-\psi (u,t)$$\end{document}$. The finite-time ruin probability of the discrete-time risk model was first studied in \[[@CR28]\], where explicit formulas are derived using generating functions. Later, Lefèvre and Loisel \[[@CR18]\] derive a Seal-type formula based on the ballot theorem (see \[[@CR27]\]) and a Picard--Lefèvre-type formula for the corresponding finite-time survival probability, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi (u,t)$$\end{document}$. For further results on finite-time probabilities, see \[[@CR19]\] and references therein. The finite-time ruin probabilities, in general, prove difficult to tackle and the literature on the subject remains few.

On the other hand, the infinite-time ruin probability, defined as the limiting case, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi (u)=\lim _{t\rightarrow \infty } \psi (u,t)$$\end{document}$, has been considered by several authors, e.g. Gerber \[[@CR17]\], Michel \[[@CR23]\], Shiu \[[@CR26]\] and Dickson \[[@CR15]\], among others, where numerous alternative methods have been employed to derive explicit expressions. Further references for related results such as; the discounted probability of ruin, the deficit and surplus prior to ruin and the well known Gerber--Shiu function, to name a few, can be found in Cheng et al. \[[@CR7]\], Cossette et al. \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], Boudreault et al. \[[@CR6]\], Dickson \[[@CR15]\], Li and Garrido \[[@CR20]\], Pavlova and Willmot \[[@CR25]\], Wu and Li \[[@CR29]\] and Yuen and Guo \[[@CR30]\]. For a full comprehensive review of the discrete-time literature refer to Li et al. \[[@CR21]\], and references therein.

One limitation of the discrete-time risk model ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), as pointed out by Avanzi et al. \[[@CR4]\], is that depending on the line of business there are companies which are subject to a constant flow of expenses and receive income/gains as random events. For instance, pharmaceutical or petroleum companies, where the random gains come from new invention or discoveries, require an alternative to the compound binomial risk model such that the reserve process, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{X_k\}_{k\in \mathbb {N}^+}$$\end{document}$ has the same form as Eq. ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). This model is known as the *discrete-time dual risk model*. The continuous analogue of the dual risk model has been considered by various authors, with the majority of focus in dividend problems (see \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR24]\] and references therein). Additionally, Albrecher et al. \[[@CR1]\] considered the continuous-time dual risk model under a loss-carry forward tax system, where, in the case of exponentially distributed jump sizes, the infinite-time ruin probability is derived in terms of the ruin probability without taxation. However, the dual risk problem in discrete-time remains to be studied.

For convenience, throughout the remainder of this paper, we use the notation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The finite-time ruin probability, for the dual risk process given in Eq. ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), is defined in a similar way to the discrete-time risk model defined in Eq. ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). That is, the finite-time ruin probability is defined as the probability that the risk reserve process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{R^*_n\}_{n \in \mathbb {N}}$$\end{document}$ attains a non-positive level before some pre-specified time horizon $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$, from initial capital $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u \in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$. Since the reserve process for the dual risk model, defined in Eq. ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), experiences deterministic losses of one per period, it follows that the probability of experiencing a non-positive level is equivalent to the probability of hitting the zero level. Thus, let us denote the time to ruin for the dual risk model, given in Eq. ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tau ^*=\inf \{ n \in \mathbb {N} : R^*_n=0 \}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Then, the finite-time dual ruin probability is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \psi ^*(u,t)=\mathbb {P}(\tau ^* < t\, \big | R^*_0=u), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\in \mathbb {N}^+$$\end{document}$.

The infinite-time dual ruin (survival) probability, as above, is defined as the limiting case, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi ^*(u)=\lim _{t\rightarrow \infty } \psi ^*(u,t)$$\end{document}$. It is clear that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau ^* \geqslant u$$\end{document}$ (due to the deterministic losses of one per period). Finally, it is assumed that the net profit condition holds, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^*_n \rightarrow +\infty$$\end{document}$ as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\rightarrow \infty$$\end{document}$. This condition ensures that the dual ruin probability is not certain.

The aim of this paper is to extend the notion of ruin to the so-called Parisian ruin, which occurs if the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{R^*_n\}_{n\in \mathbb {N}}$$\end{document}$ is strictly negative for a fixed number of periods $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r \in \{1,2, \ldots \}$$\end{document}$ and derive recursive and explicit expressions for the Parisian ruin probability in finite and infinite-time. The idea of Parisian ruin follows from Parisian stock options, where prices are activated or cancelled when underlying assets stay above or below a barrier long enough (see \[[@CR8], [@CR14]\]). The time of Parisian ruin, in the discrete-time dual risk model, is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tau ^r = \inf \{ n \in \mathbb {N} : n - \sup \{ s< n : R^*_s = -1, R^*_{s-1}=0 \}=r \in \mathbb {N}^+, \, R^*_n < 0 \}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with finite and infinite-time Parisian ruin probabilities defined by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \psi ^*_r(u,t)=\mathbb {P}_u(\tau ^r < t), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \psi ^*_r(u)=\lim _{t\rightarrow \infty } \psi ^*_r(u,t), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$respectively. We further define the corresponding finite and infinite-time Parisian survival probabilities by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_r(u)= 1-\psi ^*_r(u)$$\end{document}$.

The extension from classical ruin to Parisian ruin was first proposed, in a continuous time setting, by Dassios and Wu \[[@CR14]\] for the compound Poisson risk process with exponential claim sizes. In this setting they derive expressions for the Laplace transform of the time and probability of Parisian ruin. Further, Czarna and Palmolski \[[@CR12]\] and Loeffen et al. \[[@CR22]\] have derived results for the Parisian ruin in the more general case of spectrally negative Lévy processes. More recently, Czarna et al. \[[@CR13]\] adapted the Parisian ruin problem to a discrete-time risk model, as in Eq. ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), where finite and infinite-time expressions for the ruin probability are derived, along with the light and heavy-tailed asymptotic behaviour.

The paper is organised as follows: In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we exploit the strong Markov property of the risk process to derive a recursive formula for the finite-time Parisian ruin probability, with general initial reserve, in terms of the dual ruin probability defined in Eq. ([1.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and the Parisian ruin probability with zero initial reserve. For the latter risk quantity, we show this can be calculated recursively. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain a similar expression for the corresponding infinite-time Parisian ruin probability, where the Parisian ruin probability with zero initial reserve has an explicit form. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we consider an alternative method for calculating the infinite-time dual ruin probability. In Sect. [5.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, in order to illustrate the applicability of our recursive type equation, we analyse the Binomial/Geometric model, as a special case. Finally, in Sect. [5.2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, we derive an explicit expression for the Parisian ruin probability to the well known gambler's ruin problem.

Finite-time Parisian ruin probability {#Sec2}
=====================================

In this section, we derive an expression for the finite-time Parisian survival probability, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_r(u,t)$$\end{document}$, for the dual risk model given in Eq. ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), for general initial reserve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u \in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$.

First note that, since the dual risk process, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{R^*_n\}_{n\in \mathbb {N}}$$\end{document}$, experiences only positive random gains and losses occur at a rate of one per period, it follows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t > u + r +1$$\end{document}$, by conditioning on the time to ruin, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*_r(u,t)$$\end{document}$, we need only to derive expressions for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {P}_u(\tau ^* =k)$$\end{document}$ and the Parisian survival probability with zero initial reserve, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
-------

*In the discrete-time dual risk model, the probability of hitting the zero level from initial capital* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 1Equivalence between dual risk process and classic risk process
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In order to complete the above expression for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar4}
-----
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Fig. 2Equivalence between original and reflected risk processes

Finally, substituting the form of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 1 {#FPar5}
--------
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                \begin{document}$$\phi (u,t)$$\end{document}$ is the classic finite-time survival probability in the compound binomial risk model, which has been extensively studied in the literature, (see \[[@CR19]\] and references therein) and alternatively can be evaluated using Lemma [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}.

**Step 2** Based on the result of step 1, we can compute the following term, i.e. for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Employing the results of steps 1 and 2 and using the fact that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1 {#FPar6}
---------
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In the next subsection, we use the above expressions to derive results for the infinite-time Parisian ruin probabilities, for which, as will be seen, a more analytic expression can be found.

Infinite-time Parisian ruin probability {#Sec3}
=======================================
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Theorem 2 {#FPar7}
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Proof {#FPar8}
-----

The result follows by combining Eqs. ([3.1](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) and ([3.4](#Equ15){ref-type=""}), and recalling that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that in the above expression, for the infinite-time Parisian ruin probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An alternative approach to the infinite-time dual ruin probability {#Sec4}
==================================================================

In Lemma [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, we obtained an expression for the probability function of the dual ruin time, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \psi ^*(u)&=\sum _{k=0}^\infty \mathbb {P}_u(\tau ^*=k)= \sum _{k=u}^\infty \frac{u}{k}p_{k-u}^{*k}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Although the above expression is explicit, this representation does not provide much insight into the behaviour of the dual ruin probability, for which a closed form expression would be more favourable.

In this section, we consider an alternative derivation based on the fact that the ruin probability, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Consider the dual risk reserve process given in Eq. ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) with initial reserve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Equation ([4.1](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) is in the form of an infinite-order difference (recursive) type equation. Thus, by adopting the general methodology for solving difference equations, we search for a solution of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 1 {#FPar9}
-------------

*In the interval* \[0, 1) *there exists a unique solution to the equation* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar10}
-----
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Hence, from Eqs. ([4.3](#Equ20){ref-type=""}), ([4.4](#Equ21){ref-type=""}) and Proposition [1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain an expression for the infinite-time dual ruin probability, given by the following theorem.

Theorem 3 {#FPar11}
---------
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Remark 2 {#FPar12}
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Examples {#Sec5}
========

In this section, in order to show the applicability of the above results, we consider the Binomial/Geometric model, as studied by Dickson \[[@CR15]\], among others and Parisian ruin for the gambler's ruin problem. In both cases, we derive an exact expression for the infinite-time dual probability of ruin, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Binomial/geometric model {#Sec6}
------------------------
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### Lemma 3 {#FPar14}
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### Proof {#FPar15}
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To illustrate our results, in the binomial/geometric model, we consider the set of parameters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Parisian ruin for the gambler's ruin problem {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------

In this subsection we consider a Parisian extension to the classic gambler's ruin problem. In the gambler's ruin model, a player makes a bet on the outcome of a random game, with a chance to double their bet with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Mathematically, the gambler's ruin model can be described by the discrete-time dual risk model, considered in the previous sections, with a loss probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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